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NFL Hall of Famer, Jackie Smith and 
Bassmaster legend, Hank Parker...

Having a Hobie Day.

The NEW Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 17T 
takes fishing to a new level
The award-winning Hobie Mirage Pro Angler series is so popular that we decided to produce another 
design that allows two anglers to fish in the same boat. The new Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 17T is a fishing 
machine with comfort, stability and room for everything you need. Plus it’s powered by the world-
renowned patented pedal system Hobie MirageDrive®. You’ll have the choice to set up the fully adjustable 
Vantage XT Seating, in the in-line tandem configuration, face-to-face social tandem, or as a single. The 
PA17T is the perfect platform to teach a young one how to fish, take your family member out, or simply 
fish hard with your best fishing buddy. Fishing rod storage both front and rear holds up to 12 rods, and 
the new H-Rail System allows you to customize accessory placement. Both users can stand and fish 
in comfort and each cockpit is fitted with a large rectangular hatch with pivoting tackle management 
system; there’s even additional under-seat storage for bringing plenty of tackle boxes. The Lowrance® 

Ready feature with pre-installed thru-hull cable plug outlets makes adding most fishfinders easy. Use it 
“guide style” where the aft passenger provides MirageDrive power and puts the front angler on the fish or 
add an optional trolling motor to use it like a bass boat. Add the optional Livewell XL for storing your catch 
or taking plenty of live bait. The hull will cut through ocean swells and the drop down skeg provides solid 
tracking over long voyages. With three rudder control steering handles, you can position the boat from 
any seating location while you or your buddy battles the big one. This vessel has found its niche through 
human propulsion via the MirageDrive, the ability to launch in no-motor zones or areas with no boat ramp, 
and minimal maintenance thanks to its durable polyethylene hull and rigid components. It’s all about 
getting out there as often as possible... the Pro Angler 17T is waiting for you and a friend to explore new 
waters and better your biggest catches... it’s time to step aboard a Hobie!

SPECS:
Crew: 1-2
Length: 17' / 5.18 m
Width: 43.5" / 1.1 m
Capacity: 900 lbs / 408 kg
Fitted Hull Weight: 185 lbs / 84 kg
Fully Rigged Weight: 230 lbs / 104 kg
Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
All specs, colors, graphics and features subject to change without notice
*Refer to website for complete details
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In-line Tandem

Social Tandem (face-to-face) 

Solo 

hobiefishing.com

Carrying Handle

Front Hatch w/ Removable Liner

Anchor Trolley System Ready

Accessory Mount

2x Vertical Rod Holders

Battery Platform

Anchor Trolley System Ready

Large Twist and Seal Hatch
w/ Pivoting Tackle 

Management System

Large Twist and Seal Hatch
w/ Pivoting Tackle 

Management System

Large Twist and Seal Hatch
w/ Pivoting Tackle 

Management System

Grip Pads

Grip Pads

H-Rail Rod Rack

H-Rail Rod Rack

MirageDrive w/ Turbo Fins

MirageDrive w/ Turbo Fins

H-Rail Cup Holder

H-Rail Cup Holder

Lowrance Ready Plug

Lowrance Ready Plug

H-Rail

Rudder Control

Rudder Control

Rudder Control

6x Horizontal Rod Storage

H-Rail Mounting Plate

H-Rail Mounting Plate

4x Horizontal Rod Storage

Fully Adjustable 
Vantage XT Seating

Fully Adjustable 
Vantage XT Seating

Mesh-covered
Stowage Pockets

Mesh-covered
Stowage Pockets

STANDARD FEATURES: Choose the right set-up 
for every situation
Pro Angler 17T Seating Configurations
Everyone has their own style of fishing and a specific way they like to rig their boat. The 
PA17T provides three different seating configurations to suit your needs; traditional in-line 
tandem, face-to-face social tandem, or solo. There’s plenty of deck room and options 
available to customize your next trip, whether single or with your best friend.
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Carrying Handle
hobiefishing.com



Battery 
Platform
Specifically designed to house 
a large 12V trolling motor battery 
or for holding a small cooler or 
crate for bringing extra gear.

Large Rudder and Tracking Skeg
Use the rudder to steer and maneuver your boat into position to make that perfect 
cast. Deploy the tracking skeg when covering long distances in challenging 
conditions. There are three rudder control steering handles with one located at 
each possible seating position.

Three Large Rectangular 
Hatches w/ Pivoting Tackle 
Management System
Large Twist and Seal rectangular center hatch with pivoting tackle 
storage provides access to plenty of in-hull storage (each holds two 
medium Plano® tackle boxes) (two included per boat).
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Lowrance Ready
“Lowrance Ready” built-in transducer mount with pre-installed 
thru-hull cable plugs. Install your fishfinder in minutes without gluing 
transducers or drilling holes in your boat, plus you get the most 
accurate readings from your sonar.

H-Rail
H-Rail is a durable, lightweight, patent pending 
mounting system for quickly and easily securing a 
complete line of H-Rail accessories.

Anchor Trolley System Ready 
Eight brass inserts strategically placed fore and aft on the right 
and left sides of the hull, ready to install an optional anchor 
trolley kit, for anchor, drift chute, or stakeout pole.

hobiefishing.com



The Hobie Mirage Pro Angler 17T- feature loaded 
and unmatched versatilityTwo Vantage XT Seats

Vantage XT takes comfort to new levels with 
back, bottom, Boa® lumbar and kick stand height 
adjustability. Made with breathable mesh and 
extruded aluminum, it lets your skin breathe naturally, 
while providing a strong and durable frame, in the 
boat or on the shore.

Two MirageDrives w/ Turbo Fins
Hobie’s patented MirageDrive provides virtually hands-free 
propulsion allowing you to concentrate on fishing. Sneak up on 
fish using your stronger leg muscles to pedal further and faster 
with this efficient system. It allows you to position yourself in 
current or wind to make that perfect 
cast. Fold the MirageDrive fins flush 
against the hull when exploring 
skinny water or beaching.   
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Large Front Hatch 
w/ Removable Liner 
Large-opening storage area offers easy access 
for storing fish or ice and can be removed for 
cleaning. Or, if you like, store your jacket, extra 
tackle and food for the day.

Fishing Rod Storage
Designed to store up to twelve rods. Ten 
horizontal tubes keep rods protected, handy 
to use, but out of the way, plus two vertical 
rod holders in the stern, great for trolling, a 
net or stakeout pole. 

hobiefishing.com hobiefishing.com
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Adjust the clamp along the rail 
by releasing the lever, sliding 
the clamp to the desired 
position and closing 
the lever.

1. Wrap clamp 
 around rail.

2. Latch gate 
 and tighten.

3. Close locking lever.

hobiefishing.com6

Hobie H-Rail

A new and unique mounting system to customize your Hobie. The patent pending design, dodecagon 
(12-sided) extrusion allows for 30 degrees of adjustment per pivot point. A large selection of 
accessories can be secured, adjusted or removed in seconds with the H-Rail clamping feature.

PA17T includes the following H-Rail accessories: 

Two H-Rail Rod Racks
Designed for additional horizontal storage. Padding on 
the interior protects your investment, plus rod retainers 
secure your rods in position for easy access, surf 
landings or transport. When rotated, the Rod Rack can 
be used for storing other accessories like a paddle, sail 
or stakeout pole.

Two H-Rail Mounting Plates
Mount almost any accessory to the H-Rail using this 
universal mounting plate. It’s durable, easy to drill through 
and flat on the top and bottom, allowing bolts, nuts and 
washers to fit snugly.

Two H-Rail Cup Holders
Always have your favorite beverage conveniently 
located and secure.

Adjustability is elementary.
Attaching, removing and adjusting H-Rail accessories 
is literally as easy as one, two, three.
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H-Rail RAM® Mounts
Add your favorite accessories to RAM Mounts on the H-Rail 
using the 1" or 1.5" ball.

Trailer
Specifically designed for transporting the Pro Angler 17T 
with optional cradles and optional dolly kit to hold the boat 
securely and make it easy to load and offload.

Power-Pole® Micro Anchor
This all-electric motorized anchoring system is extremely quiet and 
easy to use. It works with a ¾" spike to stop and anchor your boat at 
the push of a button allowing you to make more casts in shallow water 
environments. Add the optional Power-Pole Mount Kit and optional 
Power-Pole Power Kit for optimal performance.

Livewell XL
You’ll need a Hobie Mirage Pro Angler to haul this tank around because 
the Livewell XL has an adjustable two-level capacity (6 gal/22.71 L and 
11 gal/41.64 L) to keep bait or fish alive all day. It includes a 6V sealed 
gel cell battery that runs a pump which primes as you pedal forward and 
circulates water in the tank. This pump and the adjustable outflow tube 
are housed behind a removable wall, keeping debris and fish out and 
creating a smooth rounded surface so the tank’s inhabitants stay healthy. 
The unique shape allows anglers to add additional vertical rod holders to 
the two that come standard on the tank and the rectangular opening on 
the top of the tank allows for spacious access.

H-Rail Tackle Bin
Add more storage or hold more gear. Designed to hold fishing 
tackle boxes, the tackle bin also includes a removable tray, 
Bungee® retainers, and plenty of places to clip things to. Store 
tools and use it as a place to collect odds and ends that usually 
clutter your fishing area.

Adjustable H-Bar
Built with our dodecagon extrusion, the adjustable H-Bar will 
integrate with all H-Rail accessories for easy customization. The 
H-Bar adds utility to your fishing experience whether you’re 
standing or using it as a mounting platform. It folds up when 
you need it and away when you don’t. The aluminum extrusion 
is strong and lightweight for leaning against or holding on to 
while entering/exiting the boat or pulling yourself up from a 
seated to a standing position.

Trolling Motor Mount
Mount a standard foot-controlled trolling motor to the bow of 
the Pro Angler 17T. It comes with the hardware needed to easily 
install using the provided molded inserts and is removable for 
transportation and secure storage.

Optional Accessories

hobiefishing.com hobiefishing.com 7
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HOBIE CAT COMPANY
Holding Company

Oceanside, CA, U.S.A.
1-800-HOBIE-49

hobiecat.com

HOBIE CAT BRASIL
Independent Distributor

Bahia, Brasil
+55 (73) 9982 2424
hobiecat.com.br

HOBIE KAYAK EUROPE
Independent Distributor

Stellendam, The Netherlands
+31 (0) 187 499 440
hobie-kayak.com

HOBIE CAT AUSTRALASIA
Subsidiary

Huskisson, NSW, Australia
1-800-4-HOBIE

hobiecat.com.au

HOBIE CAT EUROPE
Subsidiary

Toulon, France
+33 (0) 494 08 78 78

hobie-cat.net

You Belong
on a HOBIE


